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ABSTRACT
A thermodynamic analysis is conducted for the
supercritical C02 cycle used for a possible naval
shipboard application. Four C02 engines are analyzed to
determine performance, efficiency, and fuel consumption
of a 20,000 HP plant and then to measure the impact of
the cycle components with the anticipated gains in
performance in relation to the ship as a system.
The proposal of utilizing a supercritical carbon
dioxide engine in a naval combatant is promising. It was
concluded that there were significant increases in power
or efficiency and they can be turned into worthwhile fuel
savings, but the "true cost" to the ship system could
conceivably offset any gains in fuel.
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The rising price of fuel has been one of the
important factors in the escalating costs of operating
our naval ships in recent years. This higher cost of
fuel combined with the shortage of domestic reserves has
led to immediate cutbacks in ship operations in order to
stay within operating budgets and to conserve petroleum
reserves. Decreasing the rate of fuel consumption aboard
ship is further complicated by the increasing demands for
higher power generation from shipboard machinery systems
recently found in the evolution of naval ship design.
The most significant increases are in propulsion.
Because the naval ship designer cannot solve the energy
crisis, he is challenged with optimizing thermal
efficiency and decreasing fuel consumption in the Navy's
non-nuclear fleet.
The aircraft-derivative marinized gas turbine is
projected as the primary non-nuclear main-propulsion
power plant for U.S. Navy ships in the remaining quarter
of this century. The development of the gas turbine into
an efficient and versatile prime mover has resulted from
recent component improvements which in turn were the
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products of metallurgies, aerodynamic, and heat-transfer
advances. The gas turbine is attractive because of its
low weight per shaft horsepower, rapid response to power
changes, lower manning levels, maintenance requirements,
and modularity.
The advantages of the gas turbine are important to
the designer, but its poor fuel-consumption rate is
accented by increasing fuel costs and fuel shortages
resulting from the energy crisis. Clearly, if the Navy
is to solve its present dilemma and have a promising
future, the specific fuel consumption of the gas turbine
must be improved or a suitable replacement must be
developed.
In 1967 Ernerst G. Feher (7)* proposed a thermodynamic
power cycle which operates entirely above the critical
pressure of the working fluid. The Supercritical Cycle
is regenerative and the compression process is performed
in the liquid phase. The result is high cycle efficiency.
He proposed that an engine based on this cycle would be
compact due to the high working fluid density.
Gokhshtein et.al. (10) discusses the design of C02
thermal power stations. He states that the power plants
* Numbers in parenthesis refer to the references at the
end of this thesis.
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are compact and the heat exchangers are of acceptable
dimensions. High efficiency is achieved.
An application of the supercritical cycle for space
electric power is given in Reference (8) . The study
shows that the supercritical cycle system is significantly
smaller and lighter than the conventional system used.
The ECAS study (6) concluded that efficiencies of
48 to 50 percent for a recompression supercritical cycle
is achievable. Other than the high capital cost of major
components, the cycle is promising for industrial
applications.
The above discussions lead to the conclusion that a
supercritical cycle could possibly provide a feasible
solution to the poor fuel consumption and low system
impact for naval propulsion plants. An investigation
into the potential of applying a supercritical cycle to
naval ships appears worthwhile.
1. 2 Goal of Investigation
The reduction of fuel consumption for a particular
piece of equipment is not a sufficient goal in machinery
design for ship applications. If the method of fuel
savings results in increased machinery weight or volume,
or increased electrical load, the ship design may have to
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grow even more than the machinery in order to maintain
constant performance. Combining the goal of reducing
fuel consumption for machinery and the goal of minimizing
the ship design may not be compatible if the impact of
the system adversely affects the total-ship system.
The goal of this study is to conduct a thermodynamic
analysis of the supercritical cycle in order to
investigate the performance, efficiency, and fuel
consumption of a 20,000 HP plant and then to measure the
impact of the cycle components with the anticipated
gains in performance in relation to the ship as a system.
1. 3 Summary of Approach
The two major goals of this study discussed in
section 1.2 lend themselves to three distinct areas of
investigation. First, the thermodynamic analysis of the
basic Feher cycle and the Recompression cycle (a variation
of the basic cycle) will be undertaken to determine cycle
efficiency, and specific fuel consumption under design
conditions and to predict its off design performance.
The second area consists of sizing the major components.
The third area of study measures the impact of the
advantages in specific fuel consumption and component
sizes on a total ship-system.
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The analysis of the thermodynamic cycles are found
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses component sizes.
Total ship impact is considered in Chapter 4. In









The purpose of conducting the thermodynamic analysis
is to calculate the performance of the Feher Basic Cycle
and the Recompression Cycle (a variation of the basic
cycle) under design conditions and to predict its off
design performance. Hence, the specific fuel consumption
is determined for all power levels.
This study limits the thermodynamic analysis to the
cycles utilized in References (7) and (6) . No parametric
analysis is performed to determine the best range of
operation as it is assumed that the base cases presented
in the literature represent a good starting point for
the scope of this work.
2.2 Feher Basic Cycle
2.2.1 Cycle Description
The basic cycle consists of five major components:
pump, primary heat exchanger, turbine, recuperator, and
secondary heat exchanger. For these major components,
cycle pressure drops, temperature and enthalpy changes
are shown in Figure 1. The pressure ranges from 1700
psia at pump inlet to 4200 psia at pump exit. The
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turbine pressure ratio is 2.27. Other pressure drops are
distributed throughout the system as shown.
The temperature entropy diagram shown in Figure 2
represents the cycle's operation. From state 1 to 2 the
working fluid is compressed isentropically from PI to P2
.
At constant pressure P2, heat is added from state 2 to 4
Work is achieved by expanding isentropically between
state 4 and 5 from P2 to PI. Heat is removed at constant
pressure from state 5 to 6 . An attractive feature of
the cycle is regeneration. A portion of the heat
extracted between state 5 and 6 is transferred back to
the fluid between state 2 and 3, thus increasing the
enthalpy on the high side of the cycle. Heat input from
an external heat source occurs between state 3 and 4 and
net heat rejection occurs between state 6 and 1. The
net work of the cycle is the difference between the
turbine expansion (state 4 to 5) and compression (state 1
to 2) . Thermal efficiency is calculated as the net work
out divided by the net heat input.
The performance of the system's components are
important influences on overall efficiency. The pump
will be assumed to have an efficiency of 85%. The
turbine efficiency is set at 90%. Feher (7,9) discusses






FIGURE 2. TEMPERATURE-ENTROPY DIAGRAM (FEHER CYCLE)
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pinch points (AT) on cycle efficiency and recuperator
effectiveness. As the minimum temperature at pinch
decreases, effectiveness and efficiency increases.
However, weight and length increases. To minimize weight
and volume and to achieve good efficiency, a minimum AT
of 30° is selected. The pump and turbine inlet
temperatures are 80°F and 1300°F respectively.
2.2.2 Basic Cycle Performance
Feher (7) states that the supercritical cycle can be
operated with any fluid. Initial investigations were
based on carbon dioxide as the working fluid for four
reasons: (1) its critical pressure is one third that of
water, (2) it is known to be stable in the region of
interest, (3) literature on the properties of carbon
dioxide is readily available, and (4) carbon dioxide is
abundant, non- toxic, and inexpensive. For these reasons,
carbon dioxide is used as the working fluid for this
analysis.
The calculations for the cycle are based upon the
property data of supercritical C02 calculated by the
NASA GASP (Gas Properties) Program. The data is available
in tabular and computerized format. Additional information




Application of the first law to the cycle numbered
in Figure 2 shows the pump work, turbine work, net work,
net heat input, and cycle efficiency to be given by
Equations [2.1] - [2.5].
W
p
= m(h02 - hQ1 ) [2.1]
W
T
= m(h04 " h05 ) [2 - 21
"net " WT " Wp " m(h04- h05' " ra < h02- h0x' [2 - 3]
Qin " m(h04 " h03' I2 - 41







Qin (h04 " h03>
Mechanical efficiencies are taken to be 98%. Two percent
(2%) of the net work is considered sufficient to account
for any parasitic losses throughout the system.
Equation [2.5] now becomes:
(.98)(.98)(h -h05)-(h02 -h01 )/.98
ncvcle
= [2 ' 6]
Y (h04 " h03»
From Equations [2.1] - [2.4] and [2.6] the thermal
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efficiency of the basic engine is calculated to be 42.4%.
When the efficiency of the combustor is considered, the
system efficiency may be determined. A combustor
efficiency, n , of 88% is used. Therefore, from
n
Equation [2.6], the system efficiency becomes 37.3%.
Specific fuel consumption (SFC) , mass flow of fuel
per shaft horsepower, is determined by Equation [2.7],
qFr _ mass flow of fuel _ f_ r<? 71u
shaft horsepower " SHP l * /J




of fuel combustor efficiency • lower htg. value
-
"'h
°* " ^ [2.8,
n„ x LHV
ri
and the Lower Heating Value (LHV) of the fuel is taken
to be 18,400 BTU's/Lb Heating Value. The SFC at this
LHV is .37 Lbm fuel per shaft horsepower HR.
2.2.3 Off-Design Performance
One inherent disadvantage of the basic engine for
naval applications is the danger of not achieving the low
temperatures required for condensing. As naval ships
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must operate in any part of the world, cooling water
temperature could often exceed 80 °F. Figure 3
illustrates the sensitivity of pump inlet temperature on
cycle efficiency and specific power output. Figure 4
depicts changes in cycle efficiency and specific power
output if turbine inlet temperature is not obtained. If
turbine pressure ratio is reduced, the cycle efficiency
and specific power reduces accordingly as shown in
Figure 5.
Operational profiles of naval ships dictate engine
operation other than at full power. Thus, it is important
to predict the cycle's performance. Changes in power
level is achieved by varying the pressure ratio and
holding flow and turbine inlet temperature constant.
Figure 6 illustrates the specific fuel consumption over
wide power ranges for this mode of part-load operation.
2. 3 Recompression Cycle
2.3.1 Cycle Description
The Recompression Cycle is a variation of the basic
cycle design. The basic cycle consists of seven major
components: pump, primary heat exchanger, secondary heat
exchanger, compressor, high temperature recuperator, low
temperature recuperator, and turbine. These major
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components, cycle pressure drops, temperature and enthalpy
changes are shown in Figure 8 • The pressure ranges from
1330 psia at pump inlet to 3840 psia at pump exit. The
turbine pressure ratio is 2.7. Other pressure drops are
distributed throughout the system as shown.
The temperature entropy diagram shown in Figure 7
represents the cycle's operation. As the recompression
cycle operates in a similar manner to the basic cycle
described in section 2.2.1, only the differences will be
discussed here. Part of the heat extracted between
state 6 and 7 and state 7 and 8 is transferred back to
the fluid between state 2 and 3 and state 3 and 4
respectively. The low-pressure flow is split as it exits
the low- temperature recuperator (state 7 to 8) . Thirty
(30) percent of the flow is compressed between state 8
and 3 ; the remaining portion of the flow continues
between state 8 and 1 (heat rejection) . Reference (6)
states that this configuration provides for a flow
mismatch in the low-temperature recuperator and results
in the achievement of more effective regeneration and
subsequently higher efficiencies with a slight reduction
in specific power output.
The pump and turbine are assumed to have




















87%. The minimum AT in the cycle is selected at 20°F.
The pump and turbine inlet temperatures are 80 °F and
1350°F respectively.
2.3.2 Recompression Cycle Performance
As discussed in section 2.2.2, carbon dioxide is
the working fluid. Also, cycle calculations are based
on the GASP Program as discussed in section 2.2.2.
Application of the first law to the cycle numbered
in Figure 7 shows the pump work, compressor work, turbine
work, net work, net heat input, and cycle efficiency to




.7m(h02 - hQ1 ) [2.9]
W
c
= .3m(h03 - h08 ) [2.10]
W
T
= m(h05 - h0fi ) [2.11]
W = W„ - V* - V* [2.12]
net T p c
Qin " m(h 05 " h 04 ) [2 ' 13]
W
net (h05" h06 } "' 7(h02" h01 )_ * 3(h03" h04 )











































Mechanical efficiencies are taken to be 98% and 2% for
parasitic loss. Equation [2.14] now becomes:
=
(-98) (.98) (hQ5 - hp6 ) - 7&(h„ 2 - hQ1 ) - 7j^(h03 - h08 )
cycle (h05 " h 04 )
[2.15]
From Equations [2.9] - [2.13] and [2.15] the thermal
efficiency of the recompression engine is 48.6%. The
system efficiency is 42.8%.
As determined from Equation [2.16], the specific
fuel is found to be .32 Lbm of fuel/SHP-HR. The LHV is
m(h05 " h04 )
S - F - C
-
-
„, x lhv x shp
[2 - 161
n
the same as that used for the basic cycle.
2.3.3 Off-Design Performance
As indicated on Figure 9, cycle efficiency and
specific power output decrease as pump inlet temperature
increases. Figure 10 illustrates the effect of reduced
turbine inlet temperature on cycle efficiency and specific
power output. The variation in turbine pressure ratio
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Pump Inlet Temperature vs. Cycle Efficiency
and Specific Power
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versus cycle efficiency and specific power output is
given in Figure 11. As explained in section 2.2.3,
changes in power level is achieved by varying the
pressure ratio. Figure 12 shows the results of specific
fuel consumption over wide power ranges.
2. 4 Conclusion
The design and off-design performance of the Basic
and Recompression Engines have been analyzed. The
thermodynamic approach was shown to be valid by the
agreement with Reference (9) for the efficiency and
specific fuel consumptions calculated for the Basic
Engine; with Reference (6) for the efficiency calculated
for the Recompression Engine.
The Recompression Engine has the potential for
achieving a specific fuel consumption of .32 Lbm
fuel/SHP-HR as compared to a SFC of . 37 Lbm fuel/SHP-HR
for the Basic Engine. Both engines have lower consumption
than current aircraft derivative gas turbines (SFC - .4).
On the other hand, better fuel consumption is at the
expense of engine complexity. That is, the Basic Engine
is more complex than the gas turbine and the Recompression
Engine is more complex than the Basic Engine.
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Engine or the Basic Engine should not be misinterpreted
by the ship designer as enormous savings in fuel, weight,
or space. Chapter 3 follows with a discussion on the






In Chapter 2 it was shown that the Basic and
Recompression cycles are feasible thermodynamically
.
This chapter concentrates on the design of major
components necessary to determine the overall size of the
two engines. First, preliminary design of turbomachinery
and heat exchangers are performed. Secondly, from a
"model" design, complete engines are conceptualized for





Turbomachinery - Basic Engine
3.1.1 Power Drive Turbine
This unit is designed to deliver the required
20,000 SHP. Using preliminary design rules given by
Carmichael (5) , the power turbine is assumed to be a
two-stage axial flow unit. It is intended to operate at
21,600 RPM and requires a gear box to achieve 3600 RPM
at the main shaft. This configuration is a small unit
with a tip radius of approximately 4 inches. Therefore,





The pump compresses the working fluid from the
cycle's low pressure to the high pressure of the system.
Design rules of Reference (4) indicate that the unit can
be centrifugal, operating at 28,800 RPM. Reduction
through the gear box of 8:1 is required. The unit is
approximately 3 inches at diffuser exit and small in
total size.
3.1.3 Pump Drive Turbine
The pump drive turbine provides power to the pump.
Again from Reference (5) , the pump drive turbine is
assumed to be a single-stage axial flow turbine. A 3:1
reduction is required by the gear box to obtain 3600 RPM.
The tip radius is found to be approximately 5 inches and
overall dimensions are small, like the power drive
turbine, and its weight is considered negligible as
compared to the weight of the heat exchangers.
3. 2 Heat Exchangers - Basic Engine
3.2.1 Recuperator
The recuperator is a heat exchanger that exchanges
heat between the cold side of the cycle and the hot fluid
leaving the turbine; as such, reducing the required heat
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input. A shell-and-tube heat exchanger configuration is
utilized with a cross-counter flow arrangement. Parallel
units are considered in a U-tube arrangement. The unit
is designed to be able to operate safely at 1-1/2 times
the shell pressure.
The size of the unit is determined by utilizing the
computer program described in Appendix II. The basic
program is being developed by Mahoney (19) . Since many
changes are made to the program by this writer, the
author has consented to its reproduction here. Computer
runs were made on the IBM 370 , Model 168.
The length and weight of the recuperator is strongly
affected by the tube diameter selected. As such, the
designer must concern himself with an acceptable tube
size based on anticipated technology. On the other hand,
he must work within any given or predicted constraints.
Figure 13 shows how length and weight increase as tube
diameter increases. Section 3.5 provides the discussion
of the final selection of the size of the recuperator.
Extensive work on heat exchanger materials is not
performed. A yield stress of 20,000 pounds force per
square inch is used for calculation purposes. Also,
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3.2.2 Secondary Heat Exchanger
The secondary heat exchanger cools the working
fluid to the 80 °F temperature required at pump inlet. A
parallel set of shell-and-tube heat exchangers are
utilized with a cross-counter flow arrangement. The unit
is designed to be able to operate safely at 1-1/2 times
the shell pressure. The cooler is designed based on a
velocity of sea water between 8 and 10 feet per second
as recommended by Reference (20) .
Sizing calculations are based on the computer
program in Appendix II. A yield stress of 20,000 and the
density of Cooper Nickel are used. Figure 14 depicts
the effects of tube diameter on exchanger length and
weight. Discussion of the selected heat exchanger is
given in section 3.5.
3.2.3 Primary Heat Exchanger
The primary heat exchanger is an external heating
source which adds heat to the system at constant pressure,
Analysis of this component is considered in two parts -
combustor and preheater. The combustor is considered to
be a difficult unit and represents considerable risk in
the development of the engine. It is modeled as a shell-
and-tube unit with parallel flow. Although radiation
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from the flame is important/ its effects are not
considered. The temperature of the working fluid
entering the furnace is high; thus, a preheater is
required. A counter flow shell- and- tube heat exchanger
is considered appropriate. The combustor and preheater
combination is designed to withstand 1-1/2 times its
shell pressure.
Sizing calculations are based on the program found
in Appendix II. A yield stress of 35,000 pounds per
square inch and the density of stainless steel are
considered satisfactory. An investigation of pressure
drops on the exchanger are considered and found to have
little effect on size. To illustrate this point,
Figure 15 is provided. Consideration of Figures 16 and
17 show that length and weight increase as the tube
diameter increases. In section 3.5 a reasonable design
of the primary heat exchanger is discussed.
3. 3 Turbomachinery - Recompression Engine
3.3.1 General
The power turbine, pump drive turbine, and pump are
designed to the same requirements as presented in
section 3.1. As RPM and gear box ratio changes are found
to be slight from those present for the basic engine,
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their numbers are not presented here.
3.3.2 Compressor
The compressor compresses a small percentage of the
working fluid as it exits the recuperator. Design rules
of Reference (4) indicate that the compressor could be
centrifugal operating at 50,400 RPM. The radius at
diffuser exit is found to be less than 2 inches.
Therefore, the unit is assumed to be small.
3. 4 Heat Exchangers - Recompression Engine
3.4.1 General
The same design procedures discussed in section 3.2
are employed for the design of the recompression engine.
Figures 18 through 20 illustrate variations in component
length and weight for the cooler, combustor, and
preheater. Final selection of the individual component
sizes are given in section 3.5.
3.4.2 Recuperators
The low temperature and high temperature
recuperators are designed using the computer program in
Appendix II. It is assumed that a suitable arrangement
of the two recuperators can be easily achieved with both
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units on the sides of the combustor. Figures 21 and 22
depict recuperator length and weight versus tube
diameter. Section 3.5 follows with a discussion on final
selection.
3. 5 Design Selection
3.5.1 Model Design
Feher (9) provides an excellent graphical
representation of a conceptual engine. Figure 2 3 is
reproduced for easy reference. Investigation of this
conceptual layout reveals that the turbomachinery is
small compared to the other components. Further
consideration of Figure 2 3 shows that the recuperator is
a shell-and-tube with a parallel arrangement. The
secondary heat exchanger or cooler is also considered to
be shell-and-tube with the working fluid flowing counter
to the entering sea water. Not shown on the figure is
the internal arrangement of the primary heating source.
However, a pictorial representation of a combustion heat
source is illustrated in Reference (9) . The unit shown
indicates that a preheater is used in conjunction with a
carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) heater.
As this conceptual layout of a 20,000 HP Feher Cycle
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for a shipboard application, it is taken as the model
design. Reference (9) gives the engine weight (WET) to
be 157,074 lbs. (70.12 tons) and a total volume of 8,360
cubic feet. If it is assumed that similar preliminary
design procedures are used, individual component sizes
can be determined within certain tolerances. From Figures
13, 14, 16, 17, and 23, the following design information
is assumed: recuperator - 1/4 inch, cooler - 3/8 inch,
preheater = 3/8 inch, combustor - 1/4 inch. The
turbomachinery is considered insignificant in size as
compared to the heat exchangers. These diameters are
considered to be within ±1/16 inch of their actual design
value.
It is conceivable that technology would be available
after the development of a 20,000 HP Feher Engine to
remedy the problems associated with the high combustion
products in the primary heat exchanger and fouling in
the secondary heat exchanger. However, with small tubes
considerable risk would be involved and "good
engineering judgment" would be questioned. Therefore, a
reasonable outside diameter for the primary heat
exchanger should be a minimum of 1/2 inch. This size
would allow for easier maintenance at reduced risk but




Tables 1 and 2 summarize the design of the "model"
basic engine and the recommended basic engine. To
account for the discrepancies in component design, the
individual heat exchanger weights provided in Appendix II
are subtracted from the total weight of the model. The
turbomachinery and piping requirements are considered
adequate and are held constant. Therefore, to determine
the new engine weight, the recommended new heat exchanger
weights are added to the weight of the turbomachinery
and piping. Table 3 summarizes the design of a
recompression engine based on diameters of 1/4 inch,
3/8 inch, 3/8 inch, and 1/4 inch for the recuperators,
cooler, preheater, and combustor respectively. These
diameters are those assumed to be used by the "model"
engine. The weight is determined by adding heat exchanger
weights to the weight of the turbomachinery as explained
in the preceeding paragraph. The additional weight of
the compressor is considered to be less than one ton and
therefore insignificant. Table 4 is provided to describe
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In conclusion, sizes for the major components of
the model, basic, model-recompression, and recompression
engines have been analyzed. Individual components were
sized using design rules presented in References (4)
and (5) and the computer program described in Appendix II
It is believed that the methods used in this
chapter are considered adequate for the scope of this
work. Moreover, to account for any differences in
design methods, the data provided on the model engine
was used as the base design. That is, any discrepancies
encountered were treated as a constant in the design and
added to the weight or length as appropriate in the
proposed designs.
Turbomachinery was found to be small and to have
little impact on the overall size. Primary heat
exchanger tubing is recommended to be a minimum of 1/2
inch for maintenance and reliability purposes. The total
engine size for the four designs have been determined






The results of the thermodynamic analysis in
Chapter 2 have shown that gains in specific fuel
consumption and efficiency are possible with the Feher
Supercritical Cycle. The objective of this chapter is
to perform a complete ship-systems analysis to determine
if the advantage in specific fuel consumption and
efficiency for the four C0 2 engines discussed in
Chapter 3 can be utilized on a naval combatant. This
goal will be achieved by determining if there is an
increase in ship performance as compared to an existing
gas turbine powered ship.
When evaluating these alternative designs, the
conclusions will be based on the "true cost" of the
subsystem (propulsion plant) . Cost is defined as weight,
volume, fuel, and other design indices affecting ship
size. True cost implies not only consideration of the
direct but also indirect costs involved in incorporating
the subsystem into the ship. The direct costs include
the contribution from the subsystem. The indirect costs
include ship growth as a result of the added machinery
in terms of weight, volume, electrical power, fuel, and
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manning in the rest of the ship.
To assess the total ship's performance, two
approaches are considered. First, for a specific set of
architectural requirements, each ship is evaluated to
determine its true performance. Secondly, by fixing
performance levels, a feasible ship is obtained with a
new set of architectural requirements.
Holmes (14) outlines performance elements by
dividing them into two areas: systems-engineering
performance and operational performance. The operational
elements are the direct areas of basic performance,
such as speed, range, and electrical power. Flexibility,
standardization, risk, reliability, maintainability,
availability, survivability, and signature are examples
of the system-engineering performance elements. Only
operational performance is considered in this work.
4. 1 Ship Synthesis Model
4.1.1 Discussion
The method used in comparing the four C0
2
engines
is obtained by utilizing a ship synthesis model
developed by Reed (23) . The computerized model presents
a method for estimating the weight, volume, center of
gravity, electrical load, and other overall ship
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characteristics of conceptual as well as existing naval
surface displacement ships. The model is found to have
applications in conducting feasibility studies, system
analyses, updating design predictions, and conducting
comparative studies. Therefore, these features are
attractive for the purposes here.
The most important characteristic of the computer
model is that it allows consistency among the studies.
The consistency built into the model standard calculations
allows the study results to be compared without the
possibility of bias favoring certain concepts. Thus,
specific questions can be asked concerning each design
with excellent assurance that comparable answers are
obtained.
4.1.2 Changes to Model
The technique used to develop most of the
relationships listed in Reference (23) was linear
regression for two variables by the method of least
squares. The author of the synthesis model also states
that a few equations were developed to best fit existing
curves, e.g., linear approximations to the powering worm
curve used in horsepower calculations.
The classification systems used to identify
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functional and weight groups were the U.S. Navy Ship
Space Classification System Number and the NAVSHIPS
B. S.C.I. Weight Group (1965). Table 5 illustrates the
two broad areas that change when different propulsion
plants are selected. Table 6 identifies those sub group
items which change by descriptive title. Alterations
can be made to the computer program by replacing the
basic equations used or directly inputting the desired
item. Both methods are used for the models analyzed.
As the synthesis model does not perform calculations
for a supercritical engine, substitutions are required.
However, to minimize the number of changes and maintain
consistency in comparing the gas turbine engine with
the supercritical engines, the routine for the gas
turbine engine is used. When the items identified in the
preceeding paragraph are considered to be different from
the routine for the gas turbine, the following changes
are introduced. W(112), propulsion plant foundation
weight, is assumed to be approximately that for steam
power plants. Thus, the following equation is utilized.
W(112) = .6 SHP* 3348 [4.1]



































B. S.C.I. WEIGHT GROUPS CHANGES
Description
Propulsion Foundations
Boilers and Energy Converters
Propulsion Units
Main Condensers & Air Ejectors
Combustion Air Supply




Chapter 2. Therefore, the override feature of the
program is employed by inputting the weight, vertical
center of gravity, and volume. The values for main
condensers and air ejectors are set to zero. Calculations
of the combustion air supply, uptakes, and smoke pipes
reveal that the air required for the external heat source
resembles that required for boilers operating with
approximately 15% excess air. For this reason,
Equations [4.2] and [4.3] are considered appropriate.
W(204) = 1.05 x 10" 4 SHP + 6.5 [4.2]
W(205) = .000181 SHP + 3.18 [4.3]
To calculate the required fuel at endurance, the
program utilizes Equation [4.4].
SFCAED = SFCFP x 1.2298(1 - §§§7§§) [4.4]
where SFCFP is defined by Equation [4.5] as
SFCFP = .0000101 x ~r + 0.627 [4.5]NE
Equation [4.4] shows that average endurance specific
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fuel consumption is calculated as a function of the
engine's full power specific fuel consumption. But a
more precise method to determine the average endurance
specific fuel is by directly calculating the consumption
at endurance power. Equations [4.6] through [4.8] are
derived by using a least squares method to fit a typical
second generation marine gas turbine specific fuel




< 2500.99} SFCAED = .5245314
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The same procedure is performed for the basic and
recompression engines' curves. Their equations are not
presented here. Other differences in the types of engines
are considered insignificant.
4 . 2 Ships Description
4.2.1 Baseline Ship
The FFG7 ' s represent a new class of naval patrol
frigates. The design philosophy requires the ships to
maximize performance while holding cost constant. One
means of meeting this goal was through the selection of
the gas turbine engine as the propulsion plant because
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of its low weight per shaft horsepower, rapid response
to power changes, lower manning levels, maintenance
requirements, and modularity. Another method of holding
down the cost was by minimizing the total ship size.
Therefore, the FFG is selected as a representative ship
for this analysis. Table 7 provides a list of broad
baseline characteristics for the FFG class ship. The
suite selected does not necessarily conform to the exact




In order to assess the impact of different propulsion
plants on the baseline ship, identical requirements are
selected for the ships under consideration. Only those
areas directly affecting the selected propulsion plants
are changed.
4. 3 Comparison of Ships
4.3.1 Gas Turbine
Table 8 summarizes the basic ships analyzed. The
gas turbine powered ship displaces 3635 tons and
requires 663.6 tons of fuel to go 4500 nautical miles
with a maximum sustained speed of 30.45 knots. The
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2 - 76 MM Guns
1 - Harpoon (Box of four)
1 - ASROC Launcher
2 - MK32 Torpedo Tubes
2 - Lamps III Helos
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specific propulsion weight (WTG2/SHP) is determined to be
15.34 Lbs. per shaft horsepower. A summary of the results
of the baseline ship is given in Appendix II.
4.3.2 Basic Engine Model
Using the basic engine (model) to power the ship
described in Table 7, a 7% savings in total ship size is
achieved. In addition, the ship is capable of going
.83 knots faster with a slightly heavier specific
propulsion weight. Because of the improved specific
fuel consumption of the basic engine, a 25.2% savings in
fuel is achieved.
As given in Figure 24, for the same amount of fuel
required for the baseline ship, the range of the vessel
can be increased by 1250 nautical miles at approximately
the same displacement. On the other hand, a slight
decrease in sustained speed and an increase in weight
group two are encountered as depicted in Figure 25. See
Appendix II for a summary of results.
4.3.3 Basic Engine (Modified)
If the modified basic engine is adopted to reduce
risk as discussed in Chapter 2, only a 3.3% savings in
total ship size is experienced. Less than 1/3 knot is














































































gained in sustained speed for a much heavier plant. On
the other hand, a 24% savings in fuel is attained.
The endurance of the ship could be 5700 nautical
miles on 663.4 tons of fuel (the amount required for the
baseline ship). However, this requires a 5.2% increase
in total ship size as illustrated in Figure 26. If the
ship size was increased to 3634.85 tons, the frigate's
endurance could be lengthened to 4950 N.M. and require
540 tons of fuel. The curves shown in Figure 27 indicate
the effects of endurance on specific propulsion weight
and speed. Ship calculations are given in Appendix II.
4.3.4. Recompression Engine (Model)
The recompression engine has a better fuel
consumption than the basic or gas turbine engines.
Table 7 indicates the increase in group two weight. The
length and beam of the machinery box are increased to
account for the added size of the recompression engine.
The ship displaces 111 tons less than the gas turbine
ship. A small increase in speed is obtained with a
27.1% savings in fuel as expected. Figures 28 and 29









































































































































































Table 7 shows that a 25.4% savings in fuel is
brought about by a reasonable design of the recompression
engine. On the other hand, the added weight of the
plant causes the ship to grow by 5.7% and a 2% reduction
in speed. Interesting variations in ship size, endurance,
sustained speed, specific weight, and fuel are obtained
in Figures 30 and 31.
4.3.6 General
To determine the impact of the Feher engine on
shaft horsepower and full load displacement at different
speeds, the basic model engine is compared with the gas
turbine engine. Figure 32 shows that at low speeds, the
gas turbine plant requires less shaft horsepower. But
as speed increases, more shaft horsepower is required;
thus, the Feher engine is more efficient at higher
speeds. The same conclusion is drawn from Figure 33 in
regards to the full load displacement.
4 . 4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the basic model, modified basic,
model recompression, and modified recompression engines
have been analyzed to determine their total ship impact.
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All four engines are considered appropriate for naval
shipboard application with an expected amount of risk.
Each CO- engine shows a significant savings in fuel.
However, when the "true cost" of the subsystem is
considered, savings in fuel alone is not necessarily
overwhelming. The naval architect must determine
- through compromise or from design requirements - which
plant is sufficient for the intended application.
It must be emphasized that system-engineering
performance elements are not taken into account in this
discussion. This vital area must be addressed by the




FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5. 1 Summary of Findings
The current "energy crisis" highlights the need for
innovation in fuel economy measures for new naval ship
designs. These innovations must be consistent with the
overall ship design philosophy for the ship and should
be measured with the total-ship impact in mind.
One such innovation, the supercritical carbon
dioxide engine, showed good promise for industrial
applications. As the Navy attempts to emphasize low
mix ships and increase its inventory of non-nuclear
ships, an investigation into the feasibility of applying
the supercritical cycle as a propulsion system is
worthwhile.
The baseline ship for this study was a FFG 7 class
frigate with gas turbine propulsion. Several alternatives
were considered. First, the basic engine was analyzed
and selected as the "model" engine since a conceptual
study had been performed. Secondly, a recommended engine
using larger tubes in the heat exchangers was examined.
Thirdly, as the recompression engine showed more promise
in saving fuel, it was also analyzed based on the tube
sizes utilized in the basic model. The final engine was
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a recompression engine with larger tubes.
Each engine demonstrated that at least a 24% savings
in fuel could be realized. The basic engine (model)
saved 25% fuel and was smaller than the baseline by 7%.
The modified basic engine was smaller by 3.3% and saved
24% fuel. The recompression engine provided 27% savings
in fuel for approximately the same displacement as the
baseline ship. Although the modified recompression
engine saved 25.4% fuel, the ship was heavier by 5.7%
and speed was reduced by 2%.
The gas turbine plant required less horsepower at
low speeds but gave way to the more efficient
supercritical engine at higher speeds. In addition,
the baseline ship displaced more weight at higher speeds.
5. 2 Conclusions
The proposal of utilizing a supercritical carbon
dioxide engine in a naval combatant is promising. There
are significant increases in power or efficiency and they
can be turned into worthwhile fuel savings, but the
"true cost" to the ship system could conceivably offset
any gains in fuel.
If fuel conservation and resource management become
the dominant forces in ship design philosophy, the ship
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designer could consider the use of the supercritical
engines, as long as factors such as risk, development
cost, and operational constraints are properly examined.
5. 3 Recommendations for Future Work
The original assumption in this study was to limit
the analysis to architectural requirements as they
pertain to operational performance in order to investigate
the potential of the supercritical carbon dioxide cycle
in naval ship application. The power plants have shown
significant savings in fuel based on operational
performance and that a more detailed analysis of the
systems-engineering performance factors should be
completed to give a more comprehensive analysis. In
addition, the "monetary cost" of the subsystem should be
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average endurance power, horsepower
between perpendiculars
carbon dioxide









mass flow rate (Lbm/Hr)
medium speed
number of engines installed
nautical miles
heat transfer rate (BTU/Hr)
revolutions per minute
specific fuel consumption (mf/SHP)
average endurance specific fuel consumption
Lbm/SHP«HR






W rate of output shaft work (BTU/HR)
W(112) weight of propulsion foundations
W(204) weight of combustion air supply
W(205) weight of uptakes and smoke pipes



































total heat transfer area, ft
subroutine for air preheater properties as
appropriate
subroutine for combustor CO- properties as
appropriate
length of tubes, ft.
total length of core
length overall
total number of tubes
subroutine for cooler C02 properties as
appropriate




subroutine for recuperator properties as
appropriate
subroutine for combustor CO- properties
subroutine for combustion properties
subroutine for cooler properties
(recompression)
specific heat, BTU/Lbm-F


































difference in cold pressure
difference in hot pressure
diameter pipe, shell side
















subroutine for helium properties
KFC=1 cold fluid in tubes; 2 in shell
index value
constants for heat exchanger calculations
Mach number
number of tubes
































subroutine for preheater properties
3.141593
center to center spacing between tubes
Prandtl number
constant, defined in program
subroutine for low temperature recuperator
properties




resistance scale factor for salt water
entropy, BTU/(Lb-°R)
2yield stress, Lbf/in
square root of 3 — 1.732051
total system weight, Lbs
subroutine for cooler properties
temperature, °R
average temperature, °R



























thickness of end bell
temperature of hot side (in, out)
thermal conductivity, BTU/HR FT °F
pipe thickness, shell side, ft.
pipe thickness, shell side, in.
pipe thickness, tube side, ft.
pipe thickness, tube side, in.
thickness of shell
thickness of tube, in.
thickness of tube sheet, in.
total system weight, tons
overall coefficient of heat transfer
volume of heat exchanger
speed of sound
weight of fluid in heaters, lbs.
weight of fluid shell side, lbs.
weight fluid in tubes, lbs.
weight of end bell, lbs.
total system weight, lbs.
weight of heat exchanger, core
weight fluid in heat exchanger, lbs.
flow rate, BTU/HR
weight of fluid in pipe shell side, lbs/ft
weight of fluid in pipe tube side, lbs/ft.
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WPSS weight of pipe/ft shell side, lbs/ft,
WPTS weight of pipe/ft tube side, lbs/ft.




NOMENCLATURE FOR SUBROUTINES LISTING
A 0.06310 cu-ft/lb
B 0.0005342 cu-ft/ (lb-°R1/2 )
CK thermal conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-°R
CP specific heat at constant pressure,
BTU/lb- °R
CPO specific heat ideal state, BTU/lb-°R
CV specific heat at constant volume, BTU/lb-°R
GO gravity (-32.1667), ft/sec 2
H enthalpy, BTU/lb
HO reference enthalpy, BTU/lb
P pressure, psia
PO reference pressure, 14.696 psia
PR Prandtl number
R gas constant (2.68111) psia-cu-ft/ (lb-°R)
RHO density, lb/ft 3
S entropy, BTU/lb- °R
T temperature, °R
TO reference temperature, 4 50°R
V specific volume, cu-ft/lb
VI viscosity
VS sonic velocity, ft/sec

APPENDIX I-C
























beam to draft ratio
battle load electrical power
prismatic coefficient
cruising load electrical power
midship section coefficient
depth at forward perpendicular, ft.
depth at amidships, ft.
depth at after perpendicular, ft.
average hull depth, ft.
full load displacement, tons
light ship displacement, tons
endurance shaft horsepower, SHP
excess height of the center of gravity, ft.
design indice
24 hour average electric load, kw.
KW per diesel plant
KW per emergency plant
KW per gas turbine generator installed
total installed ship service and emergency
electric capacity, KW
























total ship service electric capacity
installed, KW
KW per steam turbine generator installed,
KW
length to beam ratio




number of men per full load displacement
number of personnel
number of low speed diesel generators
installed
number of medium speed diesel generators
installed
number of high speed diesel generators
installed
number of gas turbine generators installed
number of steam turbine generators
installed
endurance, nautical miles
shaft horsepower per full load displacement
shaft horsepower required at maximum
sustained speed
































volume of operations per total volume
(operation density)
volume of payload per total volume
(payload density)




weight of habitability per man
weight of operations per full load
displacement (operations weight fraction)
weight of payload per full load
displacement (payload weight fraction)
weight of personnel items per full load















weight group two per shaft horsepower
weight group three per installed KW
weight group one per total volume
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LBP 410. OG DISP FLD 3634.85 FLD DENS 19.91
BEAM 40.96 DISF LSP 2432.21 LSP DENS 13.32
D^AF'" 15.93 VR LCADS 959.41 WPAY/FLD 0.12
D 42.37 WT MARG 243.22 WPER/FLD 0.04
D 10 32.00 WTGRP 1 1113.81 WOPS/FLD 0.41
D 20 32. m WTGFF 2 273.98 VPAY/VOL 0.18
D AVG 33.80 WTGFF 3 149.14 VPER/VOL 0.22
IEN R CK 0.00 WTGFF 4 220.29 VOPS/VOL 0.60
C? C.60 WTGRF 5 315.27 WTG2/SHP 15.34
cx 0.78 WTGFF 6 224. 15 VMB/SHP 2.33
VCG FLD 16.28 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 83.52
VCG/DAVG 0.U8 VCI TOT 409011.60 WTG1/VOL 6.10
L/B 10.01 VOL HULL 345737.90 WTG5/VOL 1.73
B/H 2.^7 VOL SSTF 63273.77 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CFUISEKW 2251.65 WHAB/MAN 728.05
IPANGE U5HC.00 I BATT1EKW 1877.82 MEN/DISP 0.05
sns shp 4CCC0.00 24 HP KW 1347.43 KWIN/FLD 1.10
END SHF 7U10.2U NO LCWSC 0.00 SHP/DISP 11.00
vsas ^0.45 NU MFDSD 4.00
VEND 20.^0 NH HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.70 NO GT GN 0.00
NO ACCOM 190. CO NfJ ST GN O.CO
*W INST "000.00 KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSE3 UCOC.OO KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EMFPG 0.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: GAS TURBINE (BASE CASE)
FUEL REQUIRED: 663.6 TONS
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LBP mo. co DISP FLD 3368.96 FLD DFNS 1 3 . 6 .1
BEA 1 U1.C2 CISP LSP 2345.79 LSP DFNS 12.97
DPAFT 1U.73 V? LOADS 788.62 WPAY/FLD 0.13
C C 39.97 WT MARG 234.58 WPHR/FLD 0.C4
D 10 32. CO WTGRP 1 1C5C.51 WOFS/FLD 0.39
D 20 32.41 WTGPP 2 293.85 VPSY/VOL 0. 19
D AVG 33.40 WTGRP 3 120.97 VPER/VCL 0.23
LEN B DK COO WTGRP 4 219.16 VCPS/VOL 0.59
CP 0.60 fcTGPP 5 3C3.89 WTG2/SHP 16.46
CX 0.78 WTGFP 6 221.33 VMB/SHP 2. 64
VCG FLD 16.42 WTGPP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 90.3 2
VCG/DAVG 0.49 VCL TCT 404994.90 WIG1/V0L 5.81
L/E 10.00 VOL HULL 349853.10 WTG5/V0L 1.6P
P/H 2.78 VCL SSTF 55136.79 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG O.CO CRUISEKW 2169.55 WHAP/MAN 728.21
(RANGE 4500. CCI BATTLEKW 1820.76 MEN/BIS? 0.06
SUS 5HP 40000. OC 24 HP KW 1277.31 KWIN/FLD 0.89
END 3HP 7080.69 NU LOWSC COO SHP/DISP 11.87
VSUS 31.28 NU MED5D 4.00
VEND 20.00 NU HI SC COO
AVSEASPD 28.21 NU GT GN C.CO
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN 0.00
KW INST 3 000.00 KW/DIESL 750.00
KW SPSER 3C00.CC KW/GAS I 0.00
KW EHERG 0.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: FEHER BASIC ENGINE






















































































































































































PROPULSION PLANT: PEHER BASIC ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 557.3 TONS
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LPP 4io.oc CISF FLC 3574.92 FLC DENS 19.94
EFAM 40.86 DISP LSF 2401.30 LSP DENS 13.39
BFAFT 15.77 VR LOACS 933.49 WPAY/FLD 0.12
D C 42. 05 WT MARG 240.13 WFER/FLD 0.04
D 10 32.00 WTGFP 1 1096.36 WOPS/FLD 0.41
D 20 32. 41 WTGFP 2 296. 1P VPAY/VOL 0.18
D AVG 33.74 WTGFP 3 120.27 V PEE/ VOL 0.23
IEN R DK O.CC WTGFP 4 219.75 VOPS/VOL 0.59
CP 0.60 WTGFP 5 311.18 WTG2/SH? 1t.59
cx 0.78 WTGFP 6 222. OC VME/SHP 2.61
VCG FLD 16. 26 WTGFP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 39. PC
VCG/DAVG 0.48 VOL TOT 401614.00 WTG1/VOL 6.11
L/B 1 C . 3 VCI HULL 345337.80 WTG5/VOL 1.74
B/H 2.59 VCL SSTF 56276.19 VHAP/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG O.CO CFUISEKK 2237.60 WHAB/MAN 728. C8
I PAKGE 55C0.00 | BATTLEKW 1868.00 HEN/DTSP C.05
SUS SHF 4CCOO.O0 24 HP KW 1335.36 KWIN/FLD C.84
END SHP 7344. 35 NO LOWSC 0.00 SHP/CIS? 11.19
vsus 30.59 NU MEDSD 4.00
VEND 20.00 NU HI SD 0.30
AVSEASPD 27.79 NU GT GN 0.00
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN 0.00
KW INST 3000.00 KK/DIESL 750.00
KW SPSES 3000.00 KW/GAS I 0.00
KW EMEPG ceo KW/STK G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: FEHER BASIC ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 619.2 TONS
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LBP 410.00 DISF FLD 3743.65 FLD DENS 20.67
BEAM 40. 92 EIFP LSP 2481. 8C LSP DENS 13.70
DRAFT 16.46 VR LOADS 1C13.66 WPAY/FLD 0.12
C 43 .44 WT MARG 248.18 WPER/FLD 0.04
D 10 32. 0C WTGRP 1 1136.39 WCPS/FLD 0.42
C 20 32.41 WTGRP 2 299.37 VPAY/VOL 0. 18
D AVG 33.97 WTGRP 3 14P.45 VPER/VOL 0.22
LEN 3 DK 0.00 WTGRP 4 220.52 VOPS/VOL 0.59
CP 0.6C WTGRP 5 317.60 WTG2/SHP 16.76
CX 0.78 WTGRP 6 223.90 VMB/SHP 2.59
VCG FLD 16.24 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 33.13
VCG/DAVG 0.48 VCL TOT 405668.40 WTG1/VOL 6.27
L/B 10.02 VOL HULL 343965.50 WTG5/VOL 1.75
B/H 2.49 VOL SSTE 61702.94 VHAB/KAN 425.59
EXCES KG O.CO CRUISEKW 2287.68 WHAE/HAN 727.99
(RANGE 60C0.00I BATTLEKW 1902.90 MEN/DIS? OR
SU3 SHP 4 C COO. CO 24 HR KW 1378.12 KWIN/FLD 1.07
END SHP 7566. 23 NU LOWSC c.oc SHP/DISP 10.68
VSUS 30.15 NU MEDSD 4.00
VEND 20. CO NU HI SC 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.52 NU GT GN 0.00
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN 0.00
KW INST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 10C0.00
KW SPSER 4000. CO KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EHERG 0.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: FEHER BASIC ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 686.6 TONS
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IBP MO. CO DISP *LD 3515.61 ELD DENS 19.47
8EAH 41.19 DISP LSP 2470.03 LSP DENS 13.68
DRAFT 15.^6 VP LOADS 798.^8 WPAY/ELD 0.12
D 41.23 WT MPRO 247.00 WPER/ELD 0.04
D 10 32.00 WTGRP 1 1084. 12 WOPS/ELD 0.40
D 20 32. 41 WTGRP 2 379.76 VPAY/VOL 0. 19
D AVG 33.61 WTGRP 3 120.86 VPER/VOL 0.23
LEN R DK 0.00 WTGRP 4 219.68 VOPS/VOL 0.59
CV 0.60 WTGRP 5 307.42 WTG2/SHP 21.27
cx 0.78 WTGRP 6 222.62 VHB/SHP 2.63
VCG ELD 16.42 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 90.24
VCG/DAVG 0.49 VOL TOT 404494.50 WTG1/VOL 6.00
L/B 9.95 VOL HULL 349357.70 WTG5/VOL 1.70
B/H 2.68 VOL SSTR 55136.79 VHAB/HAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CRUTSEKW 2217.91 W BAB/HAN 728.11
IRANGE 4500. 00
|
BATTLEKW 1854.31 MEN/DTSP 0.05
SOS SRP 40000.00 24 HR KW 1318.60 KWIN/ELD 0.85
END SHP 7283.54 NO LCWSD 0.00 SHP/PISP 11.38
vstis 30.77 ND MEDSD 4.00
VEND 2C.00 NU HI SD COO
AVSEASPD 27.88 NO GT GN 0.00
Nn ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN 0,00
KW INST 3000.00 KW/DIESL 750.00
KW SPSFR 3000.00 KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EHERG 0.00 KW/STH G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: PEHER BASIC ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: 50I4..3 TONS
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LBP 410.00 OISP FLD 3663.35 PLD DENS 20.41
BE&N 41.13 DTSP LSP 2535.46 LSP DENS 14.13
DRAFT 16.04 VR LOADS 87U.35 WPAY/ELD 0.12
D 42.60 WT NARG 253.55 WPEP/FLD 0.04
D 10 32.00 WTGPP 1 111U.72 WOPS/FLD 0.42
D 20 32.01 WTGPP 2 382. R9 VPAY/VOL 0. 18
D AVG 33.83 WTGPP 3 147.70 VPER/VOL 0.23
LSN B DK 0.00 WTGPP 4 220.06 VOPS/VOL 0.59
CP 0.60 WTGPP 5 311.78 WTG2/SHP 21.44
CT 0.78 WTGPP 6 222.73 VHB/SHP 2.61
VCG PLD 16.35 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 82.71
VCG/DAVG 0.48 VOL TOT 402015.30 WTG1/VOL 6.21
L/B Q.97 VOL BHLL 3U6878.50 WTG5/VOL 1.74
B/H 2.56 VOL SSTP 55136.79 VHAB/HAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CFUISEKW 2263.87 WHAB/HAN 728.03
IRANGE 5CC0.*0| BATTLEKW 1886.16 MEN/DISP 0.05
Sns SH* urooo.oo 24 HR KW 1357.80 KWIN/ELD 1.09
END SHP 7473.51 NU LOWSP 0.00 SHP/DISP 10.92
VSDS 30.32 WO MEDSO 4.00 -
VEND 20.00 NO HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.61 NO GT GN 0.00
NO ACCOM 190.00 NO ST GN 0.00
KW INST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSER U000.00 KW/GAS T o.no
KW EMEPG 0.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: FEHER BASIC ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: 568.3 TONS
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LBP mo. co DISP FLD 3769.80 FLD DENS 20.93
BFAN U1.C8 DISP LSP 2564.96 LSP DENS 14.24
DRAFT 16.47 VF LOADS 948.35 WPAY/FLD 0.12
D 43. U6 WT MARG 256.50 WPER/PLD 0.04
D 10 32.00 WTGPP 1 1137.32 WOPS/FLD 0.43
D 20 32. 41 WTGPP 2 38U.07 VPAY/VOL 0.18
D AVG 33.98 WTGPP 3 148.01 VPER/VOL 0.23
LEN R DK 0.00 WTGPP 4 220.47 VOPS/VOL 0.59
C? 0.60 WTGRP 5 315.94 WTG2/SHP 21.51
CT 0.78 WTGPP 6 223.57 VHB/SHP 2.60
VCG FLD 16.29 WTGPP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 82.89
VCG/DAVG 0.U8 VOL TOT 403534.50 WTG1/VOL 6.31
L/B 9.93 VOL HULL 345281.70 WTG5/VOL 1.75
B/H 2.49 VOL SSTR 58252.75 VHAB/NAN 425.59
FTCES KG 0.00 CROISEKW 2292.97 WHAB/WAN 727.98
IRANGE 5500. ^0| BATTLEFW 1906.44 HFN/DISP 0.05
STS SHP 40000.00 24 HP KW 1382.53 KWIN/FLD 1.06
END SHP 75^8.51 NTT LOWSD 0.00 SHP/DTSP 10.61
VSUS 30.10 NH HEDSD 4.00
VEND 20.00 NU HI SD 0.00
AVSFASPD 27.49 NO" GT GN 0.00
NH ACCOH 190.00 NO ST GN 0.00
KW INST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 1000.00
*W SPSER U000.00 KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EMEFG 0.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: FEHER BASIC ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: 630.9 TONS

-133-
LBP mo. no DISP FLD 3898. U7 FLD DENS 21.42
BEAM 41.23 DISF LSP 2609.21 LSP DENS 14.34
DF&FT 17.02 VF LOADS 1028.31 WPAY/FLD 0.11
D UU.57 WT *ARG 260.92 WPEP/FLD 0.03
D 10 32.27 WTGPP 1 1170.63 WOPS/FLD 0.4 3
d 20 32.68 WTGPP 2 38 5.36 VPAT/VOL 0.18
D AVG 3 U.39 WTGPP 3 148.86 VPER/VOL 0.22
LBN F DK 0.00 WTGPP 4 221.16 VOPS/VOL 0.59
Co 0.60 WTGRP 5 322.00 WTG2/SHP 21.58
CX 0.78 WTGPP 6 225.64 VMB/SHP 2.59
VCG FLD 16.32 WTGPP 7 135.57 WT3/FWTN 83.36
VCG/DAVG 0.U7 VOL TOT 407626.20 WTG1/VOL 6.43
L/B 9.94 VOL HOLL 348180.00 WTG5/VOL 1.77
B/H 2.42 VOL SSTP 59446.19 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CFOTSEKW 2336.19 WHAB/HAN 727.91
|FANGB 6000. 00| BATTLFKW 1936.81 MEN/DISP 0.05
SOS SHP 40000.00 24 BP FW 1419.49 KWIN/FLD 1.03
END SOP 78*1.98 NO LCWSP 0.00 SHP/DTS? 10.26
vsos 29.78 no medsd 4.00
VEND 20.00 NO HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.30 NO GT GN 0.00
NO ACCOH 190.00 NO ST GN 0.00
KW INST 4000.00 FW/DIESL 1000.00
FW SPSFR UOOO.^O KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EFPFG 0.00 FW/STH G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: FEHER BASIC ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: 698.5 TONS

-134-
LBP 410. C DISP FLD 3523.57 FLD DENS 19.23
BFAM 41.27 DISP LSP 2495.59 LSP DFNS 13.62
DRAFT 15.35 VR LOADS 778.42 WPAY/FLD 0.12
D C 41.22 WT MARG 249.56 WPER/FLD 0.04
D 10 32.00 WTGRP 1 1091.89 WOPS/FLD 0.40
D 20 32.41 WTGRP 2 393.37 VPAY/VOL 0.18
D AVG 3 3.60 WTGRP 3 122.09 VPER/VOL 0.22
LEN R OK C.00 WTGRP 4 2 20.01 VGPS/VOL 0.60
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 308.48 WTG2/SHP 22.03
CX o.7e WTGRP 6 224.18 VMB/SHP 2.97
VCG FLO 16.50 WTGRP 7 135.57 UT3/KWIN 91.16
VCG/DAVG G.49 VCL TOT 41042R.5C WT31/VCL 5.96
L/B 9.03 VCL HULL 350042.00 WTG5/V0L 1.69
B/H 2.69 VCL SSTR 60386.50 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG o.co CRUISEKW 2219.55 WHAB/MAN 728.11
|RANGE 4500.001 BATTLEKW 1855.53 VEN/DISP i .05
SUS SHP 4COGG.00 2 4 HR KW 1320. C7 KWIN/FLD 0.05
END SHP 7295.09 NU LOWSD O.CO SHP/DI SP 11.35
VSLS 30.75 NU MEDSO 4. GO
VEND 20. GO NU HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.86 NL GT GN o.oc
NU AGCCM 19C.00 NU ST GN o.oc
KW INST 3000.00 KW/DIFSL 750.00
KW SPSER 3000.00 KW/GAS T 0.00
KW FMERG G.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: I4.8I4.. TONS

-135-
LBP 410.00 DISP FLD 3681.47 FLO DENS 19.90
BEAM 41.40 DISP LSP 2574.30 LSP DENS 13.92
DRAFT 15.99 VR LOADS 849.74 WPAY/FLD 0.12
D 42.51 WT MARG 257.43 WPER/FLD 0.04
D 10 3 2.00 WTGRP 1 1130.66 WOPS/FLO C .41
D 20 32.41 WTGRP 2 396.41 VPAY/VCL 0.18
D AVG 33.82 WTGRP 3 150.25 VPER/VOL 0.22
LEN R DK • WTGRP 4 220.76 VOPS/VOL . 60
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 314.56 W TO 2 /SHP 22.20
cx 0.78 WTGRP 6 226.07 VVB/SHP 2.96
VCG FLD 16.46 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 84.14
VCG/DAVG C.49 VCL TOT 414366.50 WT01/VCL 6.11
L/B 9.90 VCL HULL 349299. 30 WTG5/VCL 1 . 70
B/H 2.59 VOL SSTR 65067.25 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CRUISEKW 2268.27 WHAP/MAN 728. H2
| RANGE 5000.00
|
BATTLEKW 1889. 39 VEN/DTSP 0.05
SUS SHP 4 0000.00 2 4 HR KW 1361.72 KWIN/FLD 1.09
END SHP 7507.28 NU LOWSD 0.00 SHP/CISP 10.87
VSUS 30.28 NU MEDSD 4.CC
VEND 20.00 NU HT SO 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.57 NU GT GN 0.00
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN O.OC
KW INST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSER 400G.0C KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EMERG 0.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 53U.5 TONS

-136-
LHP 4 \ • U DISP FLD 3793. 12 TLD DENS 2J.^5
BEAM 41.29 DISP LSP 2611.56 LSP DENS 14.01
DRAFT 1 6 . 5 3 VR LOADS 920. 4C WPAY/FLD 0. 11
D C A3. 59 WT MARG 261.16 WPER/FLD 0.04
D 10 32.00 WTGRP 1 1159.42 WOPS/FLD 0.42
D 20 32. 41 WTGRP 2 397.53 VPAY/VOL 0.18
D AVG 34.00 WTGRP 3 150.90 VPER/VOL 0.22
LEN R DK 0.00 WTG^P A 221.31 VOPS/VOL 0.60
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 319.45 WTG2/SHP 22.26
CX 0.78 WTGRP 6 227.37 VMB/SHP 2.94
VCG FLD 16.44 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 84.50
VCG/DAVG 0.48 VOL TOT 417512.60 WTG1/V0L 6.22
L/B 9.93 VOL HULL 346850.00 WTG5/VL1L 1.71
B/H 2.^0 VCL SSTR 70662.69 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CRUTSEKW 2303. 5C WHA8/MAN 727.96
IRANGE 5500.00 | BATTLEKW 1914.08 PEN/DISP 0.05
SUS SHP 4000C.OO 24 HR KW 1391.73 KWIN/FLD 1.05
END SHP 7654.78 NU LOWSD O.CO SHP/DI SP 10.55
VSUS 30.02 NU MEDSD 4.00
VEND 20.00 NU HT SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.43 NU GT GN o.oc
NU ACCCM 190.00 NU ST GN o.oc
KW INST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSER 4000.00 KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EMERG 0.00 KW/STM G O.GC
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 602.1*. TONS

-137-
LBP 41G.GC CISP FLD 3908.52 FLD DFMS 20.77
BEAM 41. SQ CISP LSP 2649. 84 LSP PENS 14. GO
DRAFT 16.91 VR LDACS 993.70 WPAY/FLD 0.11
D ^4.36 WT MARG 264.98 V<PER/FL0 0.03
D 1C 32. C6 WTGRP 1 1187.87 WCJPS/FI.D j. 43
D 2C 32. 4 7 WTGRP 2 398.69 VPAY/VUL v. • 1
3
D AVG 34. 17 WTGHP 3 151.75 VPER/VGL 2.22
LEN R CK 0.00 WTGRP 4 221.93 VOPS/VOL 0.61
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 324. 78 WTG2/SHP 22.33
cx 0.78 WTGRP 6 229.24 VMB/SHP 2.95
VCG PLC 16.39 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 84.98
VCG/DAVG 0.48 VOL TOT 421596.70 WTGl/VOL 6.31
L/B 9.P6 VCL HULL 349058.40 WTG^/VGL 1.73
B/H 2.46 VCL SSTR 72538. 31 VHAB/M/\N 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CRUISEKW 2339.27 WHAB/MAN 727 .90
IRANGE 600COO I BATTLEKW 1939. U9 VFN/DISP 0.05
SUS SHP 40000. DC 24 HR KW 1422.24 KWIN/FLD 1.02
END SHP 7831.54 NU LGWSD 0.00 SHP/DI SP 10.23
VSUS 29.75 NU MEDSD 4.00
VEND 20.00 NU HI SD O.CC
AVSEASPD 27.26 NU GT GN 0. JC
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN o.co
KW ['1ST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 10C0.0C
KW SPSER 4000.00 KW/GAS T o.oc
KW EMERG 0.00 KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 663.6 TONS

-138-
LPP 4 1 [) • U C DISP FLO 3R41 .42 FLD DFNS 20.81
BEAM 41.59 DISP LSP 2770. 4C LSP DFNS 15.01
DRAFT 16.62 VR LOADS 793.98 WPAY/FLD 0.11
D A3. 77 WT MARG 277.04 W^ER/FLD 0.C4
D 10 32.00 WTGRP 1 1164.62 WOPS/FLD 0.42
D 20 32.41 WTGRP 2 555. 5C VPAY/VOL 0. 18
AVG 34.0 3 WTGRP 3 150.0 5 VPER/VDL 0.? 2
LEN R DK 0.00 WTGRP 4 221.27 VOPS/VOL 0.60
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 316.59 WTG2/SHP 31.11
cx 0.7P WTGRP 6 226.81 V M R/SHP 2.95
VCG FLD 16. 54 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 84.03
VCG/DAVG 0.49 VCL TCT 413401.60 WTG1/V0L 6.31
L/B 9. 86 VCL HULL 349200. 4C WTG5/VGL 1.72
B/H 2.50 VCL SSTR 64201. 19 VHAP/VAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CRUTSEKW 2318.48 WI'AB/MAN 727.94
IRANGE 4500.00
|
BATTLEKW 1924.45 MFN/DTSP 0.05
SUS SHP 4:.., 00. "•o 24 HR KW 1404.45 KWIN/TLD 1.04
END SHP 7737.54 NIL LOW SO W . W W SHP/DISP 10.41
vsos 29.90 NU MFDSD 4.CC
VEND 20. 00 NU HI SO c.oc
AVSEAS&D 27.34 NL GT GN 0.00
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN o.cc
KW INST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSER 4000.00 KW/GAS T o.cc
KW EMERG 0.00 KW/STM G o.co
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: U95.1 TONS

-119-
LBP 41C.:C HIS? FLO 3954.49 FLD DF'iS 21.22
REAP 4i. na DIS° LSr> 2807.63 LSP DENS 15.07
DRAFT l 7 . C VR LOADS 866. LC WPAY/FLD O . 1
1
D G 4 4 . 5 3 WT MARC 28C. 76 WPER/FLD . 0.03
D 1C 32.? 3 WTGRP I 1191.97 WOPS/TLD J. 43
20 32.64 WTGRP 2 556.64 VPAY/VOL . 1
8
D AVG 34.35 WTGRP 3 150.89 VPER/VOL 0.22
LFN R OK o.cc WTGRP 4 221.8 7 VOPS/VOL 0.6
CP 0.6 WTGRP 5 3 21.9C WTG2/SHP 31.17
cx 0.78 WTGRP 6 228.80 V*B/SHP 2.96
VCG FLT 16.53 WTGKP 7 135. 5? k T 3/KVIN 84. 5C
VCG/DAVG . 4 R VOL TOT 417444.60 WTG1/VTL 6.4r
L/B 9.7? VOL HULL 353250.20 WTC5/V0L 1 .73
B/H 2.46 VOL SSTR 64194. 38 VHAP/^AN 425.59
EXCES KG 0. JO CPUISEKW 2353.76 WHAB/N<AN 727.83
|RANGE 3 COO. 00
I
RATTLEKW 1949. 15 V F N / C I S P C.C5
SUS SHP 40000.00 2 4 MR KW 1434.55 KWIN/FLD 1.01
END SHP 791 1.59 NU LOWSD O.CC SHP/DI SP 10.12
vsus 29.65 NU MEDSD 4. CO
VEND 20. .0 NL HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 27.19 NU GT CN
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN 0.0.'
KW INST 4000.00 KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSER 4 r 00.00 KW/CAS r . L
KW tEMERG 0.00 KW/STM r, G.fO
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: 555.5 TONS

-140-
LBP 410.00 DISP FLO 4065.74 FLD DENS 21.62
BEAM 42. '9 ni<;p LSP 2842.23 LSP DENS 15.11
DRAFT 17.39 VR LOADS 939.28 UPAY/FLD 0.11
D 45.31 WT MARS 284.22 l^ER/FLD 0.03
D 10 33.01 WTGRP 1 1216.28 WOPS/FLD J. 44
D 20 33.42 WTGRP 2 557.80 VPAY/VOL 0.18
D AVG 35.13 WTGRP 3 151.65 VPER/VOL C.22
LFN R CK 0.00 WTGRP 4 222.46 VOPS/VQL 0.61
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 ^27.26 WTG2/SHP 3 1.24
ex 0.7 8 WTGRP 6 231. 16 VMB/SHP 2.95
VCG FLD 16.66 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 84.95
VCG/UAVG C . 4 7 VOL TOT 421338.80 WTG1/V0L 6.<+7
L/B 9.74 VOL MULL 363164. «0 WTGS/VUL 1 . 74
B/H 2.4? VOL SSTR 58 174.06 VHAB/MAN 425.59







| RANGE 55C0.OOI C .05
SUS SHP 40 : oo. oo 2'. HR KW 1464. OC KWIN/FLD 0.9^
END SHP «072. 30 NU LOWSD O.Oo SHP/DISP 9.84
vsus 29.40 NU MEDSD 4. GO
VEND ?0. J') NU H! SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 2 7.03 NU ST 3N O.GO
NU ACCOM 19C.i'0 NU ST GN 0.00
KW INST 4^00. C j Kk/DIESL 1000.GJ
KW SPSTR 4000.00 Kk/GAS T Ut l J
KW EMERG 0.00 KW/STM G O.C'J
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: 616.7 TONS

-141-
LBP 410.00 DISP FLO 4187.67 FLD DFNS 21.88
BEAM 42.40 DISP LS° 2P84.52 LSP OFNS 15.07
DRAFT 17. 76 VR LOACS 1014.69 WHAY/FLC 0. 1 J
D 46. 36 WT fARG 288.45 WPER/FLD 0.03
10 33.76 WTGPP 1 1245.35 WOPS/FLD 0.45
D 2j 34. 17 WTGRP 2 559.00 V n AY/VOL 0.17
D AVG 35.87 WTGRP 3 153.22 V^ER/VCJL 0.21
LEN R DK 0.00 WTGRP 4 223.25 VOPS/VOL 0.61
CP 0.6C WTGRP 5 333.69 I.TG2/SHP 31.30
cx 0.78 WTGRP 6 234.45 VMB/SHP 2.96
VCG FLC 16. PG WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN P 5 . Q J
VCG/DAVG 0.47 VCL TOT 428706. 8C WTG1/VCL 6.5i
L/B 9.67 VOL MOLL 373570. CO WTG5/V0L 1.74
8/H 2.39 VCL SSTR 55136.79 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG c.co CRUISEKW 2424. 38 WHAB/MAN 727.77
| RANGE 6000. 00| BATTLEKW 1998.54 ^FN/DTSP 0.05
SUS SHP 40000.00 24 MR KW 1494.92 KWIN/FLD j. 96
END SHP P242.17 NU LOW SO 0.00 SHP/DISP 9.55
VSUS 29. 1^ NU MED SO 4. CO
VEND 20.00 NU HI SO O.OC
AVSEASPD 25. P^ NU GT CM 0.00
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST G\l o.cc
KW INST 4000. CO KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSER 400 0.CC KW/GAS T o.cc
KW EMERG 0.00 KW/STM 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: RECOMPRESSION ENGINE (MODIFIED)
FUEL REQUIRED: 679.5 TONS

-142-
LBP 410.00 DTSP FLD 3295.88 »LD DENS 20.82
BEAM 38.54 DTSP LSP 2156.19 LSP DENS 13.62
DRAFT 15.39 VR LOADS 924.08 WP^Y/FLD 0.13
D 41.30 WT MARG 215.62 WPFR/FLD 0.04
D 10 29.00 WTGRP 1 999.99 WOPS/FLD 0.40
D 29 2<>.
m
WTGRP 2 193.19 VPAY/VOL 0.21
D AVG 31.12 WTGRP 3 120.96 VPFR/VOL 0.26
LEN R DK COO WTGRP 4 216.31 VOPS/VOL 0.53
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 285.25 WTG2/SHP 17.29
CX 0.78 WTGPP 6 204.92 VMB/SHP 2.38
VCG FLD 15.29 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWTN 90.31
VCG/DAVG 0.49 VOL TOT 354585.60 WTG1/VOL 6.3 2
L/B 1C.64 VOL HULL 294577.80 WTG5/VOL 1.80
B/H 2.5C VOL SSTR 60007.81 VHAB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CRUISEKW 2124.21 WH&B/MAN 728.24
(range 4500. 00| BATTLEKW 1775.24 MEN/DTSP 0.06
SDS SHP 25025.80 24 HR KW 1242.97 KWIN/FLD 0.91
END SHP 6840.88 NO LOWSD 0.00 SHP/DISP 7.59
I'VSOS 28.00 | NTT ME DSD 4.0C
VEND 20.00 ND HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 25.76 NTJ GT GN 0.00
NO ACCOM 190.00 NO ST GN 0.00
KW INST 3000.00 KW/DTESL 750.00
KW SPSER 300C.00 KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EHERG O.OH KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: GAS TURBINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 63I4-.6 TONS

-143-
LBP 410.0" DISP FLD 3504.81 FLD DENS 20.17
BFAM 3 9.70 DISP LSP 2327.00 LSP DENS 13.39
DRAFT 15.85 VR LOADS 945.11 WP&Y/FLD 0.12
D 42 .22 WT MARG 232.70 WPFR/FLD 0.04
D 10 29.92 WTGRP 1 1076.40 WOPS/FLD 0.41
D 20 30.33 WTGRP 2 249.96 VP AY/VOL 0.19
D AVG 32.04 WTGRP 3 125.79 VPER/VOL 0.23
LEN R DK 0.00 WTGRP 4 218.81 VOPS/VOL 0.58
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 304.44 WTG2/SHP 15.57
CX 0.78 WTGRP 6 216.03 VMB/SHP 2.32
VCG FLD 15.72 WTGPP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 93.92
VCG/DAVG 0.49 VOL TOT 389161.50 WTG1/VOL 6.20
L/B 10.33 VOL HOLL 312377.60 WTG5/VOL 1.75
B/H 2.5* VOL SSTR 76783.94 VFUB/MAN 425.59
EXCES KG 0.00 CPUTSEKW 2205.33 WHAB/MAN 728.12
(range 4500.0*1 BATTLEKW 1842.00 NFN/DTSP 0.05
sus shp 35962.80 24 HR KW 1308.92 KWTN/FLD 0.86
END SHP 7169.00 NU 10WSD 0.00 SHP/DISP ip.26
I vsus 30. CM NO MEDSD 4.00
VFND 20.6V NTT HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 2^.35 NU GT GN COO
NU ACCOM 190.00 NU ST GN 0.00
KW INST 3000.0* KW/DIESL 750.00
KW SPSER 3000.00 KW/GAS T *.00
KW EHERG 0.0* KW/STM G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: GAS TURBINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 651.5 TONS

-144-
LBP U10. 00 DISP PLD 3869.86 FLD DENS 19.46
BFAM 41 .66 DISP LSP 2625.53 LSP DENS 13.20
D^AFT 16.70 V? LOADS 981.78 WPAY/PLD 0.1"»
D 43. 93 WT WARG 262.55 WPER/FLD 0.04
D 10 31.6? WTGRP 1 1207.71 WOPS/FLD 0.U2
D 20 32.04 WTGPP 2 332.28 VPJY/VOL 0.17
D AVG 33. 7* WTGRP 3 156.70 VPER/VOI. 0.20
LEN R DK 0.00 WTGPP 4 223.04 VOPS/VOL 0.63
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 335.55 WTG2/SHP 14.53
CX 0.78 WTGPP 6 234.69 VMR/SHP 2.37
VCG PLD 16.47 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 87.75
VCG/DAVG 0.49 VOL TOT 445541.30 WTG1/VOL 6.07
L/B 9.8a VOL HDLL 345322. 10 WTG5/VOL 1.69
B/H 2.49 VOL SSTR 100219.20 VHAB/MAN 425.59
PXCES KG 0.00 CRUISEKW 2345.35 WHAB/MAN 727.92
IPANGE 4500.00] BATTLEKW 1953.29 HEN/DISP 0.05
SUS SHP 51219.27 24 HR KW 1424.21 KWIN/FLD 1.03
END SHP 7775.18 NH LOWSD 0.00 SHP/DISP ^3.24
I vsus 32.0OJ NO MEDSD 4. CO •
VEND 20.00 NTJ HI SD 0.00
AVSBASPD 28.99 NU GT GN COO
NO ACCOM 190.00 NO ST GN 0.00
KW INST 4000. CO KW/DIESL 1000.00
KW SPSEP aooo.oo KW/GAS T 0.00
KW ENERG 0.00 KW/STfl G 0.00
PROPULSION PLANT: GAS TURBINE
FUEL REQUIRED: 68 1 .ij. TONS

145-
LBP U10.CC CISP FLC 3291.77 FLC DENS 18.26
EFAM 40.77 DISF LSF 2281.85 LSP DENS 12.66
DPAFT 14.48 VR LOACS 781. 7U WPAY/FLD 0.13
D 39. 46 WT MARG 228.18 WPER/FLD 0.04
D 10 32.C0 WTGFP 1 1029.53 WOPS/FLD 0.39
D 20 32.41 WTGRP 2 261.56 VFAY/VOL 0.19
D AVG 3 3.31 WTGFP 3 120.7 2 VPEP/VOL C.23
LEN R DK o.co WTGRP 4 218.83 VOPS/VCL 0.58
CP 0.60 WTGRP 5 294.64 WTG2/SHP 23.27
cx 0.78 WTGFP 6 220.98 VME/SHP 4.18
VCG FLC 16.35 WTGRP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN 90. 14
VCG/DAVG C. 49 VOL TOT 403793.10 WTG1/VOL 5.71
L/B 1C.C6 VOL HULL 348656. 40 WTG5/VCL 1.63
B/H 2.32 VOL S5TB 55136.79 VHAB/MAN 425. 5^











SUS SHP 25174.5? 0.91
END SHF 6973.37 NU LOtfSE 0.00 SHP/DIS? 7.65
Ivsus 28.00 NU MEI)3D 4.00
VEND 20.0 NU HI SD 0.00
AVSEASPD 25.62 NU GT GN 0.00
NU ACCCfl 190.00 NU ST GN 0.00
KW INST 3 000.n0 KW/DIESL 750.00
KW SP52R 3 000.00 KW/GAS T 0.00
KW EH2RG 0.00 KW/STM G o.cc
PROPULSION PLANT: PEHER BASIC ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: U92.5 TONS

-146-
LPP 4 1 C . D I S F FID 33u3.4? "LD DIMS 18. 11
BEAM 40,94 CISF LSP 2324.07 LSP PENS 12. M7
DPAFT 14.69 VR LOADS 706. 96 WP AY/FID C . 1 3
C 39. 8P W? MARG 232.^1 WPER/FLD • ^u
D 10 32. CO WTGRP 1 1 4 5 . 5 « WCPS/FLP 0. ^9
D ^0 32.41 WTGRP 2 280.69 VPSY/VOL c. 19
D AVG 33. 38 KTGPP 3 120.97 VFER/VOL 0. ?3
LIN 3 DK c.oc WTGKP 4 219.09 VOFS/VOL 0. ^6
CF 0.6C fcTGPP 5 3 0.6° WTG2/SHP 1 ?9
CX 0.78 WTGFP 6 221.58 VBB/SHP -* . r 6
VCG ELD 16.40 WTGFP 7 135.57 WT3/KWIN or;7W. 75
VCG/DAVG 0.4Q V C I T C T 4C4514.10 WTG1/VCI C •79
L/E 1 . 1 VOL HULL 3 49377.30 WIG 5 /Vol 1. M "7
P/H 2.7^ VOL SSTF 55136.79 VHAP-/MAN 42 5. c c









[RANGE 4 5 00.001 "><:
sns shp 5 4 36 3.7 r 24 HR KW 1266.68 KW T N/TLD 0. on
END 1SHP 7C57.64 NT' Lowsr . f SBF/DISP 10. 28
| vsus 30. COl N'J PEDSD 4 .
VEND 2 0.ro NM HI SE C.OC
AVSE\SPD 27 . 50 NU GT GN .
NU ACCOM IPC. 00 NU ST GN coo
KW INST 3 COO. CO KW/DIESL 750. OC
KW SPSER 3 C C . C KW/GAS 1 0.0
KW iMERG ) . c c KW/STH G c.o n
PROPULSION PLANT: FEHER BASIC ENGINE
FUEL REQUIRED: lj.95.7 TONS

-147-
LPP 4 1 c
.
A
: DISP FLD 3 3 8 9 . 6 5 PLC DFNS 1 8 . -7 3
&EAH 4 1 . C 9 LISP LSP 2 362.41 LSP DFNS 13.06
DRAFT 14.84 vp LOADS 791. CO WPAY/FLD 0.13
C C u r . 1 c MT NAFG 236.24 WPFP/Fin . 4
D 1) 32.00 WTGPP 1 1 5 Q . 2 3 WCPS/FLD 0.39
D 20 32.41 WTGFP 2 2Q Q .76 VP*.Y/VOL r i q
D AVG 3 3.43 WTGPP 3 121.03 VPFR/VOL 0.23
L£N ? DK C.CC WTGRP 4 219.29 VCPS/VOL 0. c 9
CP j . L STG*P 5 306.41 WTG2/SH? 15.41
cx 0.78 W T GF.P 6 222.12 VME/SHP 2.4 2
VCG FLD 16.45 WTGEP ~> 135.57 WT3/KKIN 90. 3"
VCG/DAVG 0. u° VCL TCT 405311.10 W1G1/VOL ^ Rp
L/B 9.9 8 VOL HULL 350174.30 WTG5/VOL 1.69
F/H 2.77 VCL SSTB 55136.79 VH2.B/MAN ^05. c 9
EXCE5 KG 0.00 CFUISEKW 2165.29 WHAP/HPf* 728. 1°
IFJNGE 4500. C0| BATTLEKW 1834.9: MEM/DTSP C . 6
sns sh° 435^3 .48 24 HP K W 128 Q .57 KWIN/FLT) 0.89








VEND 2 C . C C NU KI SE C00
AVSEASPD 28.79 NU GT ON 0.00
NU ACCOM 19C.CC NU ST GN 0.00
KW INST 3C00.C0 KW/DIESL 750. on
KW SPSER 3c00.ro KW/GAS T COO
KW EMEPG o.cc KH/STM G C.CC
PROPULSION PLANT: PEHER BASIC ENGINE








cycle (Feher cycle) for
shipboard application.
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